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ABSTRACT

Grid portals provide researchers the power of Grid through
Web browsers. Today these portals are mostly Java-based
and therefore the Java Portlet Specification 1.0 (JSR 168)
has been widely adopted. Acting as Web components,
portlets wrap relatively independent individual functional-
ities like Grid proxy credential management and job sub-
mission. These components can then be aggregated for
construction of portal pages. One of the key issues Grid
portals are facing now is that they are not as attractive
as desktop applications because they lack instant response
and complex visual effects. To address this, we are going
to investigate Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX).
AJAX is becoming increasingly popular in the Web devel-
opment community, in particular, it is one of the key aspects
of today’s Web 2.0. In this paper, we will discuss how Grid
portals can benefit from AJAX so that more end-users could
be attracted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grid portals are prevailing as user interfaces to the Grid
technology. Based on Web technologies, they enable
researchers to access remote computational and data Grid
resources through a central gateway. Grid portals naturally
inherit all the usual benefits of Web applications. For
instance, a researcher is able to consume Grid resources
with only a Web browser equipped on their desktop or
mobile devices without any local installation of a Grid
middleware. The portal can be upgraded without interven-
tion of end-users. At the same time, Grid portals also face
the same issues as Web applications, for example, lack of
instant response. When a user submits a form by clicking
a submit button, they have to wait until the response

comes back to their browser from the Web server. During
this period, the user does not know what is happening
behind the scenes. A typical Grid portal also lacks rich
and colourful visual effects attractive to end-users. For
example, when a user uploads a file, all they can see on
the Web page is ”Click the button submit only once, please
wait patiently during file upload”. The user usually does
not know the upload progress until it is completed. We
believe users would be more likely to use Grid portals if
more visual information were provided.

Since 2004, Web 2.0 [18, 15] has become a buzzword,
although there is no precise definition but see Wikipedia
for a discussion http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web 2.0.
According to our understanding, the core of Web 2.0
implies two points.

1) Internet users are becoming information providers
besides retrievers. Internet is no longer simply acting as
a massive digital library but becoming a platform to hold
data, with blogs and wikis emerging as services hosting
users’ contributions. This trend brings a lot of new poten-
tial usages of the Web. For example, collaboration becomes
a lot more easier than before and community-driven Web
applications are emerging. Two famous Web 2.0 example
sites are www.flickr.com and www.youtube.com for sharing
photos and videos respectively. No matter how a Web 2.0
application looks, personal data is becoming central of the
Web. In order to understand and share this data, research
activities such as semantic Web and Web mining are
attracting more researchers.

2) Web applications are becoming Rich Internet Applica-
tions (RIA). In order to bring new experiences to users,
Web applications today are equipped with elements for im-
proved interfaces and, more importantly, response time. As
one of the keys for implementation, AJAX combines vari-
ous technologies as described by Garrett [14]:



• XHTML and CSS for presentation and accessibility;
• Document Object Model (DOM) for dynamic display

and interaction;
• XMLHttpRequest for asynchronous data retrieval;
• JavaScript for binding everything together with client-

side interactions.

The major contribution in AJAX is the XMLHttpRequest
object which makes it possible to send asynchronous calls
from a browser to a Web server. Once response data from
the server arrives, the Web page being viewed will be
dynamically updated using DOM without refreshing the
whole page. A clear description of the difference between
classic and AJAX Web application models is give by
Garrett [14].

Google provides some very good AJAX based Web
applications including its Gmail, Google Suggest and
Google Maps. For example, the latter gives an end-user
nearly instant response when an update of the current map
is required. This application demonstrates great improve-
ment to the user experience as compared to traditional
online map sites like www.multimap.com which requires
an explicit request/ response communication cycle against
the Web server each time an update of the current view is
required.

In this paper, we are going to investigate how Grid portals
can also benefit from AJAX. The motivation comes from
the objective of attracting more Grid users. The paper is
organised as follows. After a brief description of some re-
lated work, a typical example Grid portal will be described
and its shortcomings discussed. AJAX will then be intro-
duced and used to modify some of the Grid portlets in our
example, demonstrating what AJAX brings. Some issues
about AJAX will then be discussed before our concluding
remarks.

2. RELATED WORK
The core (generic) functionalities of Grid portals today
are quite mature. For example, the OGCE (Open Grid
Computing Environments) Portal Toolkit [8, 5] and the
GridPort Toolkit [13, 2] are two well-known toolkits aim-
ing at providing a set of JSR 168 [4] compatible portlets
for Grid portal developers. Recently GridPort has become
part of OGCE which also includes contributions from
the Extreme Lab, the Community Grids Lab at Indiana
University, and the Sakai Project [6]. Similar to the UK
National Grid Service (NGS) Portal [22], Grid access APIs
are provided by the Java CoG Kit [20]. While adoption
of AJAX in Grid portal development has been discussed
by researchers from Indiana University and the OGCE

collaboration, currently there is no published information
available on this work.

In fact adoption of AJAX in Grid portals has been discussed
mainly at workshops. Jason Novotny from University of
California, San Diego, USA, who led the GridSphere por-
tal framework [17, 19, 3] development has mentioned two
main usage scenarios with AJAX in Grid portals: 1) portlet
developers can make use of AJAX to create more dynamic
and responsive portlets; 2) support of AJAX can be done at
the portal level. For example, portal frameworks like Grid-
Sphere may update an individual portlet without refresh-
ing the entire portal page. At the time this paper was writ-
ten, there were two AJAX portlets available from the Grid-
Sphere Web site – an AJAX hello world and a Google map
portlet. These illustrate refreshing individual portlets with-
out affecting other portlets in the same portal page. Consid-
ering code portability, the first approach is recommended
because portlets should be deployable under various portal
frameworks.

3. A TRADITIONAL PORTLET-BASED
GRID PORTAL

A simplified UK NGS Portal [22] is used here as a proto-
type portal. The set of Java CoG based JSR 168 compliant
portlets listed below has been selected for construction of
this portal:

• a proxy credential manager portlet for retrieving/ re-
newing Grid proxy credentials;

• a portlet for submitting jobs to a remote computational
Grid node;

• a batch job monitor portlet;
• a GridFTP [10] based file transfer portlet for upload-

ing, downloading files and transferring files between
two remote Grid nodes (GridFTP 3rd-party transfer);

• a LDAP/ MDS [12] query portlet for retrieving infor-
mation about Grid resources.

These portlets are placed within one portlet application
so that Grid proxy credentials can be shared among all
portlets. Suppose a researcher called John is going to use
this Grid portal. A typical scenario is that John first makes
use of the LDAP/ MDS query portlet to have a look at
all computing/ data Grid resources registered at the MDS
server. This will help him to decide which node(s) to
use. He then uses the proxy manager portlet to retrieve a
credential from a remote MyProxy [11] server (we assume
John has already created a long-term proxy credential
on the MyProxy server). After that he may use the file
transfer portlet to upload his code and parameter files for



numerical simulations on the chosen remote computing
node. The job submission portlet is used to start his
numerical simulation, and John may submit a set of jobs
with different parameters on different nodes to do his
research. After job submission, he will probably make
use of the batch job monitor portlet to have a look at the
status of all jobs he submitted. When each job finishes,
John can use the file transfer portlet again for transferring
his data to a data Grid node for storage and further analysis.

Although the above cycle works fine for execution of the
generic Grid tasks, some of the shortcomings encountered
are:

• for each action to be taken, the user has to wait for re-
sponses returned from the server before a portal page
can be refreshed;

• if two or more portlets are placed inside one portal
page, all portlets need to be refreshed when an action
is submitted;

• using the batch job monitor portlet, the user has to re-
fresh job status manually by clicking a refresh button;

• when a file is uploaded or GridFTP 3rd-party file
transfer is invoked, the user does not know from the
file transfer portlet what progress is being made.

Shortcomings like this can be categorised as lack of instant
response and visual support. Besides that, portlet develop-
ers also suffer lack of inter-portlet communication support.
In the next section, we will demonstrate how our investiga-
tion on AJAX in Grid portals aims to solve these shortcom-
ings.

4. AN AJAX PORTLET-BASED GRID POR-
TAL

In this section, we will see how Grid portlets listed in the
previous section to can benefit from AJAX.

4.1. LDAP/MDS Query Portlet
In the case of the NGS Portal, the LDAP/ MDS query
portlet has nothing to do with other portlets since there
is no need to make use of the proxy credential as the
MDS server is publically accessible. For further LDAP/
MDS queries, AJAX is used so that this portlet can update
itself without affecting other portlets viewed in the same
portal page. To do this we make use of DWR (Direct
Web Remoting) [1] to bring AJAX support in our portlets.
DWR is ideal for Java developers (in our case, portlet
developers) because it allows JavaScript in a Web browser
to interact with Java objects on the server side.

A screenshot of the LDAP/ MDS query portlet, together
with the two batch job monitor portlets to be discussed
later, is illustrated in Fig. 1. The main output of the
LDAP browser shown in Fig. 1 is between the two
horizontal lines within which each icon and the text
near the folder icon is a link for further query. For
example, when a user clicks the folder icon left of
”Mds-Host-hn=Grid-compute.leeds.ac.uk”, a query will
be sent via the portal server to the LDAP server to ask
for information about its child nodes; while ”Mds-Host-
hn=Grid-compute.leeds.ac.uk” itself represents a further
query for its attributes.

Rather than submitting new action requests to the portlet,
these links have been changed to invoke a server side ob-
ject for LDAP/ MDS query using DWR. Therefore when a
new query result is due, the portlet will be updated without
affecting others in this portal page. Also in practice, AJAX
makes this portlet more responsive as users get nearly in-
stant response from the portal server.

4.2. Proxy Manager And Job Submission
Portlet

The proxy manager and job submission portlet are left un-
changed. This is because when the proxy manager port-
let retrieves a new or updates a current credential, other
Grid-related portlets are required to know this change. By
putting all portlets inside one portlet application, we make
use of the PortletSession for sharing this Grid proxy cre-
dential. The same thing happens to the job submission port-
let. When a job is submitted by this portlet, the batch job
monitor should be notified that a new job has been submit-
ted.

4.3. Batch Job Monitor Portlet
Two tests have been performed on the batch job monitor
portlet. Firstly a timer was added to this portlet so that a
request will be periodically sent to the portlet. Because
output of a portlet is only an HTML fragment, it does
not have access to the onload parameter of the body
tag. Therefore we simulate a new action request using
JavaScript to the portlet after some time interval.

Another test has been performed to study inter-portlet
communication using AJAX. In this test, the batch job
monitor portlet has been split into two portlets. One of
them is responsible for listing all jobs submitted by the
current user. When a job is selected in this portlet, details
of this job will be displayed inside the other portlet.

In Fig. 1, a screenshot of these two batch job monitor
portlets plus the LDAP browser portlet are depicted. The



left one called ”Batch Job Monitor All Jobs Portlet” is re-
sponsible for listing all jobs submitted by the current user.
The right one, ”Batch Job Monitor One Job Portlet”, is de-
signed to display detailed information about a job selected
in the ”Batch Job Monitor All Jobs Portlet”. In Fig. 1, in-
formation about job 1 is shown.

4.4. File Transfer Portlet
The file transfer portlet has been designed to perform tasks
including: 1) file upload from user’s local computer; 2)
file download from a remote Grid node; and 3) 3rd-party
file transfer (between two remote hosts). GridFTP [10] is
a high-performance, secure, reliable data transfer protocol
optimised for high-bandwidth wide-area networks and is
the underlying protocol for realising these tasks invoked
from the portal server. When a user wants to upload a file or
manage 3rd-party transfer of a large file, the portlet simply
executes the request without any notice given to the user of
progress. Two modifications have therefore been applied to
this portlet:

• an upload progress bar is added so that during file up-
load user knows the status;

• during GridFTP 3rd-party file transfer, the current file
name and progress are displayed so that user gets an
idea about the transfer status. This is especially useful
for any time-costly transfer, for instance one or more
large files or transfer of whole directories.

Figs. 2 and 3 display two screenshots of a file being up-
loaded and a GridFTP 3rd-party file transfer respectively.
Eighty three percent of the uploaded file has been trans-
ferred in Figs. 2 and 43% of a file called junk file 1000MB
has been transferred from Grid-compute.oesc.ox.ac.uk to
Grid-data.rl.ac.uk.

5. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
In the above section, we have demonstrated how Grid por-
tals can immediately benefit from AJAX. In general, AJAX
enables us to solve shortcomings listed in Section 3 and
therefore brings new experiences to Grid portal users: 1)
Grid portal page is now more responsive than before; 2) vi-
sual effects like file upload progress bar can be added. We
have also evaluated AJAX to link portlets together so that
inter-portlet communication can be realised.

5.1. Photo Show And Chat
We have performed further investigations with AJAX to
bring additional collaborative elements to Grid portals. For
example, we have developed two other portlets including a
photo show and a chat portlet for demonstration purpose.
The former periodically displays a set of shared pictures

one by one in a portal page, the latter enables synchronous
communications between on-line portal users. Fig. 4 gives
a screenshot of these two portlets displayed together.

AJAX can bring a lot of traffic to the portal server. For ex-
ample, the photo show and chat portlets both require send-
ing requests to the portal periodically. When a lot of users
are accessing these portlets, performance will become a big
concern. Therefore besides avoidance of unnecessary calls
to the portal server, techniques like portal server clustering
should be considered in that case. This is likely to become
more often the case with the growth of on-line collabora-
tion tools based on Web 2.0. Sakai has already addressed
a number of these issues at it is used in large educational
establishments as an open-source Collaborative Learning
Environment [6].

5.2. Bringing Web 2.0 Elements in Grid Por-
tals vs. Bringing Grid to Web 2.0 Appli-
cations

We have demonstrated the approach and advantages of
bringing Web 2.0 elements in a Grid portal. Grid portlet
developers can always improve portlets like the chat portlet
to make them good tools for portal users to communicate
with each other. The same objective can be achieved for
other tools like blog and wiki. In fact, there exists another
approach, i.e., bringing the Grid to Web 2.0 applications.
This arises from our experience in the UK JISC (The
Joint Information System Committee) funded Sakai VRE
Demonstration Project [9]. Sakai [6] is targeting the
higher education market and has some Web 2.0 elements
including blog and wiki tools and inevitably has many
other collaborative tools like chat, discussion, and online
presentation. If we bring Grid functionalities to Sakai,
then Sakai can be treated as a fully-functional Grid portal.
While support of JSR 168 [4] is still being developed in
Sakai, Grid portlets are accessible to Sakai users through
the Web Services for Remote Portlet (WSRP) [7] approach.
In brief, WSRP makes use of the Web service concept
to publish portlets as remote portlets through a WSRP
producer (Web service). Thus any application equipped
with a consumer (Web service client) is able to consume
these portlets without local deployment. For detailed
information about this approach, refer to [23].

Whilst WSRP is a promising approach for integration of
existing Grid portlets inside Web 2.0 applications, there ex-
ist issues about the WSRP 1.0 specification itself and its
implementations. In [21], some of the problems have been
discussed based on our study of WSRP4J, the Apache im-
plementation of WSRP 1.0. Furthermore, when we talk
about AJAX in this paper, remote calls from Web browsers



to the portal server are handled behind the scenes. Un-
fortunately, in the WSRP scenario these remote calls will
not be able to be completed because calls are targeting the
WSRP producer which is typically different from the portal
server. Such a call is not allowed in Firefox owing to secu-
rity concerns, although Internet Explorer does allow users
to connect to a remote host other than the portal server if
they insist to do so. To solve this issue, a proxy service
architecture or enterprise service bus (ESB) as discussed
in [16] are potential choices. In [23] the proxy approach
has been successfully tested using AJAX with WSRP. Fur-
ther investigations of high-level AJAX toolkits like DWR
in the WSRP scenario are required.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated how Grid portals can
benefit from AJAX. In conclusion, AJAX removes some
shortcomings current Grid portals are facing. In particular,
AJAX brings Grid portal users new experiences. For
example, AJAX makes it possible to refresh an individual
portlet without affecting other portlets inside the same
portal page. This behaviour also makes Grid portals
more responsive in practice. With the help of AJAX,
visual effects can be easily added to Grid portlets. In this
paper, we experimented with a file upload progress bar
and GridFTP 3rd-party file transfer status for reporting
progress to end-users. We have also demonstrated the
power of AJAX by realising inter-portlet communications
and bringing Web 2.0 collaborative elements to Grid
portals.

Whilst adoption of AJAX in Grid portlet development as
we have done seems to be a good approach for improving a
Grid portal’s usability, integration of these AJAX-enabled
Grid portlets encounters security issues when deployed in
a remote portlet. This for instance happens when we try
to integrate them inside Sakai alongside Web 2.0 tools us-
ing WSRP. Further investigation is required to see how this
problem can be solved. Hopefully JSR 286 and WSRP 2.0,
successors of JSR 168 and WSRP 1.0 respectively, will fur-
ther highlight the usage of AJAX for portlet developers.
Support of AJAX at the portal framework level should also
be standardised so that portlet developers do not need to
worry about tasks like refreshing of an individual portlet
and moving portlets inside a portal page.
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Figure 1. AJAX Enabled Portlets – LDAP/ MDS Query and Batch Job Monitor

Figure 2. AJAX Enabled File Transfer Portlet – File Upload



Figure 3. AJAX Enabled File Transfer Portlet – GridFTP 3rd-party Transfer

Figure 4. AJAX-based Portlets – Photo Show and Chat


